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During this quarterly period the following work has been done on
software development for equivalent dipole source modeling of the main
magnetic field.
(1) A detailed spatial statistical output capability has been implemented
into the program. For each data type, B , Br , Be , B^ , a dis-
tribution of the data residuals is presented in increments of l0Y
and the spatial distributions of the RMS, 14EAN and data is plotted
on a global 10° X100 grid.
(2) A subroutine SPHCOE has been developed to compute the equivalent
spherical harmonic representation from the dipole distribution.
Let
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be the scalar potential of the main field where the Legendre
po'iynomials are Schmidt normalized. The last term represents that
po ,•tion of the potential originating from sources outside of the
sphere of radius a (three parameter external field model). The
magnetic field is then
B = -VV .
Consider the set of {j} dipoles, where the i th dipole is described
by a magnetization vector
Hr i	Mei	 MAi
and a spatial portion
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The spherical harmonic coefficients are then given by (in Schmidt
normalized form)
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These coefficients are calculated up to a user specified order. The
potter spectral content of the expansion is also computed as a func-
tion of order by the relation
_ 2 n 2 2
Sn	 gno+ nl(9nm+hnm
(3) The set of estimated parameters has been extended to include the
external field parameters 
glo , 51, ' hll (on user option) in
addition to the dipole parameters).
(4) A plot capability has been added to the software to plot the global
locations of the dipoles and the values of the source magnetization.
(5) A separate software package has been developed (DIF) which computes
the differences in D , H , Z and 6 on a global grid between a
spherical harmonic and dipole model as a function of altitude. The
differences are plotted as contours on world maps.
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(6) A procedure for obtaining a more uniform distribution of dipoles on
the surface of a sphere was implemented into subroutine EQUARE. The
icosahedron regular polyhedron, with 20 equilateral triangular faces,
can be inscribed in a sphere, and the edges radially projected onto
the sphere forming "spherical polyhedrons". The spherical icosahedron
is the division of the sphere having the greatest number of regular
pieces, and forms the base on which a nearly uniform distribution of
points on the sphere may be defined. The following sets of points
has been implemented:
of Points
	
Angular Separation (Deg.)
1. 12 64°
2. 42 32°
3. 92 21°
4. 162 16°
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